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Introduction:  In the strategy for searching for life 

on Mars, the most scientifically profound result would 
occur if present life could be detected.   Because the 
conditions on the Martian surface are hostile to life in 
the present epoch, missions that could yield a positive 
result need to be able to access the subsurface.  Fur-
thermore,  the only instruments ever flown to search 
for current living organisms were built in the early 
1970’s and many fundamental advances in our under-
standing of life as well as the capabilities to detect life 
have occurred. 

The Mars Analog Research and Technology 
(MARTE) experiment has developed  an automated 
drilling system on a simulated Mars lander platform 
including drilling, sample handling, core analysis and 
down-hole instruments relevant to searching for life in 
the Martian subsurface.  This was demonstrated in the 
simulation of a Mars drilling mission that includes 
interpretation of drill mission results by a remote sci-
ence team in a blind test. The test took place in Sep-
tember 2005 at Rio Tinto, Spain, a geochemical analog 
to sulfate rich deposits such as Sinus Meridiani on 
Mars.  A remote science team analyzed data from the 
drilling platform to search for evidence of subsurface 
life.  The science approach of the simulated drilling 
mission drew heavily on lessons learned from a suc-
cessful search for subsurface life at the field site using 
conventional laboratory techniques. 

The drilling system, developed by Honeybee robot-
ics for future use on Mars, brings to the surface core 
segments 25 cm long x 2.5 cm diameter.   The drill 
operates on low power without the use of drilling flu-
ids and can achieve a total depth of 10 m. An auto-
mated core handing stage receives cores from the drill 
and passes them under a suite of instruments including 
macroscopic and microscopic core imaging, hyper-
spectral imaging in the visible-near infrared spectral 
range, and ATP luminometry. When the drill is with-
drawn,  a borehole inspection system acquires pano-
ramic image of the borehole walls and Raman spectra 
boresighted with microscopic images.  Based on 
analyses of these observations, a science team selects 
locations for core subsampling whereupon a slice is 
cut from the core, crushed, and resulting powdered 

samples are placed into automated life detection in-
strument.  The SOLID (signs of life detector) looks for 
biological signatures based on protein microarrays.  
This TRL-6 instrument uses microarrays printed with 
antibodies able to recognize and specifically bind to 
them. 

The fully automated robotic drilling system (Figure 
1) was operated at the Rio Tinto (Spain) field site for 
30 days and a total drilling depth of 6 m with core re-
trieval was achieved.  A science team unfamiliar with 
the field site and located in Mountain View California 
commanded the daily operations of the drilling and 
instrumentation and analyzed data obtained.   During 
the remote mission, all of the instrumentation was used 
to understand the geology.  While the drill is capable 
of core recovery, due to the nature of the drilled de-
posit, only 20% core recovery was achieved.  The 
down hole instruments were used to obtain a more 
complete record  of the drilled deposit than would 
have been possible with the poor core recovery. Ra-
man spectra of the borehole walls revealed evidence of 
organic carbon.  Using the remote inspection instru-
ments, 18 locations were selected for subsampling and 
life detection.  Positive life signatures were found in 
three of these samples.  Using the instrumentation 
suite, the science team was able to correctly  recognize 
the nature of the deposit as a volcanoclastic host rock 
including the gossanized remains of  massive sulfide.  
The signatures of liquid water alteration of the rock 
were correctly identified.  Visible-NIR spectra were 
correctly interpreted as identifying the presence  of the 
minerals Goethite and Hematite.  Microscopic and 
context imaging of the cores revealed a volcaniclastic 
texture, and evidence of lithic fragments and/or pyrite 
clasts.  Color microscopic imaging allowed the pre-
liminary (but correct) interpretation of the mineralogy.   

This experiment proves that drilling on Mars for 
the purpose of detecting life is both technologically 
feasible and scientifically rewarding. 
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Figure 1. MARTE lander and main subsystems. 
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